
How do HSM Platforms™ Impact Human organ Regenerative Healing?

HSM means “Healing Structured Matrix.” This is an element of the BCM proprietary solution to the 
regeneration and replacement of human tissue in successful large volume production and global 
delivery. 

The conventional cell growth approach to regenerative medicine and organ replacement treatment 
process is to grow a set of new cells on a standard basic scaffolding or platform. These new cells have
some death but are in effect multiple layers of cells with a monolithic, mostly uniform, internal 
structure. Often described as a flat monolithic grouping of cells. This grouping of new cells is placed 
on or in the patient’s injured or diseased organ and the healing process begins. 

The glaring deficiency in this approach to regenerative healing is that the cell group has no inherent 
infrastructure. It is a random grouping of cells, not a 3D definitive and physically solid definable 
structure. As a non-solid structure the “cells” replacement tissues or organ segment has limited ability 
to fill a void in the injured or diseased tissue, which is created when the surgeon removes a damaged 
or diseased section of tissue.

The BCM created HSM Platform solution is trademarked as PDcell™  It is a BCM proprietary platform 
design and manufacturing methodology that allows BCM to mold, tailor and transform a unique 
technology platform source material to address both patient and tissue specific and segment 
regeneration and replacement needs of a specific patient and the void or voids which will result from 
the injury or disease cell removal surgery.

As a customized HSM Platform™ each BCM designed and created regenerative product delivers a 
physically solid, void filling, replacement tissue structure. A product that when inserted into the void 
area provides rapid cell to organ function adaptation. That means a higher rate of organ acceptance of
the replacement part and much quicker healing and damaged cell replacement process within the 
voided area.

To learn more and to arrange for your attendance at a private, invitation only, BCM Regenerative 
Medicine human organ replacement presentation and a live organ growth demonstration, contact 
Rogier or Scott.

Rogier Fentener van Vlissingen
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, NA, EU and Africa
Phone:  1-718-409-0293
Email: RogierV@BCMIndustries.com

Scott Blow, JD/MBA
Senior Vice President, 
Developing Markets, North/South America and Pacific
Phone: 1-732-757-5500
Email: ScottB@BCMIndustries.com

We welcome the opportunity to present BCM leadership in Regenerative Medicine organ healing for 
all; and thank you for your attention to this offer. 
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